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Qt. (a) i- Deine the terms "Suprernurn" and "Infimum" of a non-empty subset

ol lR.

ii. State the completeness property of 1R.

(b) Prove that a.n upper bound u of a non-empty bounded above eubset S of R

is the suprcmum of S if and only if for every e > 0, there exists a € S such

j thatc>$* €.

(c) i. Let S beiir non-empty bounded above subset oflR. and let a € lR. Define
\

. the set a + S = {d + lg : c(S}. Show that,

suP(o+S) = (!+suPS

ii. Find. if they exist, trhe Supremum and Infimum of the set

i'u('-#) "'*i



Q2, (a) Stste and frove the Archimedean property, Hence prove the following:

L If r €4. theh there exists a unique element n € Z such thst
n<c<'l+1.

ii. ffr.y€ IR with o < y, then there existe a rational nurnber p such that
c < p < y and hence c < 9 < y for some irrational number g.

(h) Define the .Inducrive set,.

Prove tha.t N is the smallest inductive set.

Q3. (a) Deffne what iomeant by each oftrhe followingtermc ae applied to a sequence

of real number.

i. boundedl

ll. convelgent;

i ii. monotonic.

(h) Prove that, s. monotone sequence (oo)fl, of real numbers is cohvergen.t if
and only if i1 is bounded.

{.) l,ef a sequence (y")f_, be defined inducrively by

!^ = r, v^+t = i(2y" + 3), VreN.

I Show rhar

i. y, < 2,!Vn e N.t
ii (y,)i-, is stricily increasing.

Deduce that (9n)[1 converges and find its limit.



Q4. (a) Deffne the term r'Cauchy ecqucncett of real numbels.

/

{b) Show that (c")flt is a Cauchy sequence iland only if itr is convergent.

(c) Prove that every Cauchy sequence is bounded

Is the convelse of thic lesult is tfte? Give reasons for your onswer.

(d) Determine whether each of the following is a Cauchy sequence.

'. I - I ;

/ r-r)"\ -tt. ln*-l
\ n ,,/ "=r

Q5. (a) Let I : R. -+ lR be any function. Explain what is meant by the statement

that the lunction / is continuous at 'a' (€ K).

Prove that if / ie continuous at 'o', then the {urction l/l is also cont'in-

uous at r@).

Is the converse of thig result is true? Give reasons for your answer.

I (b) Prove that a function g : 1R -+ R is continuous a,t 'a' (e JR) if and only i{{or

every sequeqi€ (o")fl. in 1R that converges to'o', the sequence (/(t"))flt

"onvurges 
toll(o).

(c) Let I : R -i JK be defined by

I r ir "e o.
l@)_t

I o u "e e.,

show that / is not continuous at every point of jR



Qo. (u)

(b) State Rolleti tLeorcm and u$e it to prove trhe Mcqn_Vrlue theorem.

(c) Suppose thal f : la,bl -+ lR and 9: [a,6] _+ R are diferentiable firnctions
on [4,6] and that /'(c) = g,(c) for all rr E (a, D). prove tbai thele exists a
constant A.such that !(t) = g(c) + k for all o 6 [a, D].

Let a firnction / : R -+ R be ditrerentiable on R such that /,(a) = 0 for*-:: a * Suppose thal /'(a) exisrs. proye rhat if/,,1o; > o, tlen 1 l*
a mrntmum at o = c.

(d)

'

i


